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It is generally believed that the atmospheres of the terrestrial planets formed during or soon 
after accretion [I]. Models describing the formation of the martian protoatmosphere are based 
on estimates of atmophilic species measured by the Viking landers or taken from the SNC 
meteorites [2]. These models attempt to explain the atmospheric abundances and the apparent 
isotopic fractionation that has occurred by a variety of processes ranging from total volatile gain 
or loss (e.g., impact erosion) to mechanisms which fractionate either elements or both element 
and isotopes (e.g., adsorption of nebular gases) [3]. However, an important, often missing 
component in these models is the amount of volatiles gained by planetary outgassing. Volcanism 
has been a dominant geologic process on Mars throughout much of its history [4], but only 
recently have estimates been made of the total volume of volcanic material erupted through time 
[5]. We have modeled the total amount of outgassing that may have occurred from volcanic 
eruptions based on a weight percent of water of 0.5 to 1%. Because most martian volcanic 
material is believed to be basaltic [4,5], our model is based on measurements of gas constituents 
made from Hawaiian lavas [6]. Our results suggest that a substantial amount of the present 
volatile inventory on Mars can be explained by volcanic outgassing. Short-lived atmospheric 
pressures as high as 4 . 5  bar may have occurred during the Hesperian. Because most of the 
modeled gases accompanying these pressure increases were greenhouse gases (i.e., CO2 and 
S02) warmer surface temperatures may also be possible. The estimates presented here are 
important for assessing the total volatile inventory of the planet, determining martian 
paleoclimatic conditions, understanding the types of chemical weathering and surface alteration 
of materials which may have taken place, and in determining whether life developed on Mars. 

Several lines of evidence indicate that most martian volcanic materials are basaltic [7]. 
Morphometric analyses of individual flows suggest that the composition of martian lavas is 
basaltic andesite [e.g., 81, which would have -1 wt % H20 [9]. Typical values for Hawaiian 
lavas, however, are 10.5 wt % [6], which agree with the values determined for individual 
minerals in SNC meteorites [lo]. Because the morphology of ancient highland patera suggests 
they were erupted explosively while younger flows appear to have erupted effusively, the volatile 
content of the martian mantle may have changed with time [ll]. Therefore, a reasonable 
estimate of the water content of martian lavas is somewhere between these values, and for 
simplicity we have calculated abundances at 1 wt % H20. Taking into account the other gas 
constituents, the total amount of volatile material outgassed during an eruption on Mars is 
modeled to be -1.3 wt 9%. We have also included a small amount of methane (0.0008 wt %), 
which has been proposed as an ideal greenhouse gas on early Mars [12]. Although methane is 
not a direct product in most terrestrial volcanic eruptions, it may have been released if martian 
conditions were predominately reducing or if there were organic material on Mars which 
interacted with volcanism. Also included in our calculations are gases released during periods of 
quiescence, specifically carbon dioxide and sulfur dioxide. Based on terrestrial volcanoes, the 
amount of carbon dioxide released during periods of quiescence is a factor of 10 greater than 
what is released during the actual eruption [13]. Similarly, the amount of sulfur dioxide released 
just prior to an eruption has been observed to be a factor of 7 greater [14]. 

The total amount of water released from volcanic outgassing is found to be equal to a layer only 
16 m deep distributed over the entire planet. This is a factor of 3 less than original estimates [6]. 
The total mass of carbon dioxide is equivalent to 280 mbar of atmospheric pressure. After 
accounting for the amount of C02  in the martian atmosphere (-25 x 1018 g) and what we 
estimate is contained in the southern polar cap (500 x 1018 g) -590 x 1018 g remain. This 
material may in part be absorbed by the regolith with the rest having escaped into space. 
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Alternatively, it may have formed carbonate rock (-1.6 m thick distributed globally); however, 
carbonates do not form readily in the presence of excess S02. Sulfur dioxide is the most 
abundant gas released through volcanism, but its influence on atmospheric pressure would only 
be on the order of -3 martian years [15]. However, based on original erupted magma volumes 
[7], Postawko and Fanale [16] suggested that 1 wt % SO2 would be capable of warming the 
martian atmosphere by as much as 10°K, with a more pronounced effect near the eruption. 
Including gas released during periods of quiescence, our effective wt % SO2 is 1.4, which 
suggests even higher episodic temperatures. The released SO2 would quickly form sulfuric acid 
vapor (H2S04) which would nucleate and precipitate as acid rain 1151. We estimate that 114.5 m 
of H2S04 may have precipitated on Mars. Settle [15] suggested that SO2 released from volcanic 
eruptions could be dispersed globally and trigger leaching of surface materials upon deposition, 
thus explaining the high sulfur content of the soil and duricrust measured at both landing sites 
1171. If the warmer atmospheric temperatures accompanying volcanic eruptions were high 
enough to decouple the Jeans escape of hydrogen from the nonthermal escape of oxygen, the 
hydrogen flux from degassing may explain the martian atmospheric D/H ratio. Minor gas 
constituents (HF, HC1, and H2S) would have formed hydroxyl salts on surface materials. Malin 
[18] suggested that under current martian conditions these salts would continually recrystallize, 
resulting in physical weathering of geologic materials. It may also be possible that emitted 
hydrogen fluoride dissolved small amounts of quartz sand, if present on the surface. 

Table 1. Mass (1018 g) of martian volcanic gas released through time. Amounts are normalized 
from Hawaiian eruptions [6] to 1 wt % H20 with a total gas content of 1.3 wt %. 

Epoch 

Late Amazonian 
Middle Amazonian 
Early Amazonian 
Late Hesperian 
Early Hesperian 
Late Noachian 
Middle Noachian 
Early Noachian 

Total 

Constituents 
H20 H2 CO2l CO SO21 H2S HC1 HF CH4 

lIncludes gases released during periods of quiescence. 
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